
SUSTAINABILITY 
ISSUES
At OCI, we are leading the way in ESG management in Korea as we work to create sustainable value.
In addition to creating a new board committee to handle ESG issues in 2021, we were named to the 
DJSI Korea Index for the 13th consecutive year and received the Primer Minister's award for 
our contributions to sustainable management.
*  All information presented in this section is on a non-consolidated basis 

(OCI stand-alone basis) unless otherwise noted
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Environment

Energy Use

Decrease from the  

previous year 
(Fuel, steam, electricity, etc)

GHG Emissions 

Intensity

Decrease from the  

previous year
(Intensity=Emissions/Sales)

Environmental

Management System

Certified

ISO 14001
Percentage of sites with 

ISO 14001 certification: 80%

At OCI, we aim to be a global leader in green energy as we 
do our part to create a healthier, more sustainable future. 
These ongoing efforts include formulating a long-term 
climate strategy, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, 
and achieving carbon neutrality as well as systemically 
managing the environmental impact of chemicals and 
waste materials.

40%9.5%
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Response to 
Climate Change

Efforts of OCI

Long-term road map for response to climate change: GHG Master Plan
We have established and administered the GHG (greenhouse gas) Master Plan to respond to climate change 
amid the development of carbon neutrality policies worldwide. We have developed internal standards and made 
efforts to discover external projects for GHG reduction to adapt to the emissions trading scheme, which has been 
in force since 2015. In addition, we have sought additional methods for applying GHG reduction technologies to 
our production processes.

Contributing to GHG emissions reduction at business sites
We are voluntarily assessing our corporate activities with Internal Carbon Pricing, which puts a value on GHG 
emissions to internalize the economic costs of GHG emissions. Based on the pricing, we estimate the financial 
value of emissions from the corporate activities and add carbon emission-related costs to our business 
operating costs. We intend to build a climate change response portfolio to take measures for GHG emissions 
reduction and participate in the emissions trading market by providing price signals for GHG emissions within the 
company.

Efforts to implement TCFD recommendations
We are preemptively responding to climate change and joining efforts to reduce global GHG emissions with 
systematic risk management that reflects the recommendations of the Task-force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) of the Financial Stability Board (FSB).

Diversifying projects to respond to climate change
To take advantage of global greenhouse gas reduction needs as a new business opportunity, we have developed 
an ESS business model that combines electric vehicle battery reuse and solar PV since 2008 and stepped-
up penetration of distributed power supply markets at home and in North America. OCI Power started an ESS 
validation project that connects electric vehicle battery reuse and solar PV in January 2021 after it signed an 
MOU with Hyundai Motor Group in 2019 to reuse electric vehicle batteries. In August 2021, the company signed a 
contract with Hanyang Corporation to supply solar PV inverters for an offshore solar power plant with a capacity 
of 97.5 MW in an area of 792,000㎡ in the Haechangman Bay area in Jeollanam-do, and is planning to supply the 
inverters during the first half of 2022. In September  2021, OCI Solar Power LLC signed an MOU with Hyundai Motor 
Group and CPS Energy in the United States to build an ESS using recycled electric vehicle batteries and validate 
the power system connection to the grid. We will install ESS Cubes in Texas until September 2022. We will closely 
keep analyzing the impact of climate change on our business, create synergy with existing projects and actively 
explore opportunities to launch new projects. 

Reduction 
Goals

Reduction 
Strategies

•  Achieving the goals allocated 
by the government

•  Discovering offset credits in 
Korea

•  Devising internal standards for 
emissions trading

•  Achieving the goals allocated 
by the government

•  Discovering offset credits at 
home and abroad

•  Exceeding government 
allocation targets

•  Reducing emission unit by 
product

•  Establishing strategies to 
prepare for emissions trading 
scheme

•  Discovering GHG reduction 
factors

•  Implementing reduction 
targets by site

•  Studying methods to apply 
reduction technology

•   Establishing a GHG monitoring 
system

•  Project to acquire emissions 
offsets

•  Discovering processes of new 
technology application

•  Implementing reduction 
targets by business site

•  Applying and developing new 
technologies

•  Devising standards for 
calculating GHG emissions

•  Discovering technologies 
and facilities that can reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions

•  Analyzing the GHG impact of 
new projects

•  Achieving additional reduction 
by participating in domestic 
and foreign reduction projects

Emissions trading scheme
First planning period 

Emissions trading scheme
Second planning period 

Emissions trading scheme
Third planning period 

STEP

Our Gwangyang Plant was selected as the recipient of the 2021 
carbon neutrality facility support program administered by the 
Korea Environment Corporation. The program aims to support 
companies participating in emissions trading schemes to attain 
the nation’s carbon neutrality goals, and selected facilities 
receive state subsidies to install carbon neutrality facilities. The 
Gwangyang plant was selected in recognition of its excellence 
in the carbon black production process improvement, and it 
received the largest subsidy among domestic firms. 

In 2022, the Gwangyang Plant will collect additional waste heat 
from furnaces to maximize steam production with an improved 
carbon black production process to reduce GHG emissions 
from cogeneration boilers by increasing the heat of waste gas 
and thus decreasing additional energy costs. This process 
improvement is expected to generate an economic effect of 
more than KRW 5 billion a year and stabilize process operation. 

OCI  Gwangyang Plant

Gwangyang Plant, selected  as a recipient of 
carbon neutrality facility support program

OCI-Hyundai Motor ESS Cube MOU to test ESS construction and connection to the grid

metrics  
and  

targets

risk 
management

strategy

governance

Disclose the organization’s governance regarding 
climate-related risks and opportunities. 

Disclose the impacts of climate-related risks and opportunities on 
the organization’s businesses, strategy and financial planning. 

Disclose how the organization identifies, assesses, 
and manages climate-related risks.

Disclose the metrics and goals used to assess and 
manage relevant climate-related risks and opportunities.

▶  Systematic response to climate change reflecting  
TCFD framework 
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Governance Strategies Risk Management GHG Metrics and Reduction Goals

Climate change response strategies
We have established a GHG Master Plan and conducted GHG reduction activities to respond to 
climate change.  In 2015, we were designated as an eligible participant in the emissions trading 
scheme in Korea. Since then, we have carried out various activities to reduce GHG emissions, such 
as using byproduct gas, reducing incinerator operating loads, and optimizing operating conditions. 
In addition, we are monitoring GHG emissions and energy consumption at each business site.

Implementing risk management
We categorize risks related to climate change as one of 
our major risks and have established countermeasures by 
analyzing their impact on our business management. In 
addition, with establishing our SH&E management system, we 
regularly monitor environmental indicators and environmental 
impacts. Our SH&E management organization has set and 
implemented detailed strategic tasks to set and achieve GHG 
reduction objectives.

Integrating climate-related risks management process 
within the risk management system of an organization
In line with global and national policy changes amid global 
warming, we established a long-term road map for carbon 
neutrality in 2022 and created the ESG Committee and a 
department dedicated to the environment for systematic 
implementation. We regularly monitor GHG emission factors 
at all business sites, report results to the management, and 
share them with the company. In addition, we assign carbon 
emission unit targets by product, support carbon reduction 
activit ies, and check their performance every month. 
Furthermore, through communication with external experts, we 
review domestic and international trends of external projects 
for carbon reduction and seek opportunities to participate in 
external projects directly or indirectly. When we launch new 
business sites or develop new products, we prioritize eco-
friendly sites and products from the design phase. In case 
carbon neutrality cannot be established internally, we are 
also considering alternatives such as third-party PPAs*, REC** 
purchases, and participation in domestic RE100*** projects. 

Analyzing climate-related risks and opportunities

Supervision by the Board of Directors
In July 2021, we created the ESG Committee and a dedicated 
organization under the Board of Directors to officially proclaim 
sustainability management. ESG Committee is held more than 
once in every 3 months and oversees matters related to the 
environment, health/safety, social contribution, governance, 
etc. We plan to review the status of the long-term climate 
change response strategy every 3 months, approve major 
tasks, and manage and supervise implementation in the future.

The role of executives
We strive to respond to climate change by forming an 
organization dedicated to safety, health, and environment 
(SH&E) management under the CEO and holding SH&E meetings 
regularly. Our measures to climate change are directly linked to 
GHG reduction, energy-saving, and new energy projects. Major 
issues related to climate change are reported to the executives, 
who make decisions on the issues. 

GHG reduction goals
We have established company-wide GHG reduction goals, 
such as reduced incinerator loads, the use of byproduct gas, 
and reduced consumption of fuel and raw materials with waste 
heat recovery, and devised strategies for each target.

Implementation of TCFD Recommendations

Governance of an organization regarding 
climate change risks and opportunities

HQ  
SH&E Department

Department in  
charge of SH&E

Business Sites

Gunsan Gwang 
yang

Iksan 
VIPPohang Iksan R&D  

Center

HQ 
Chemical Biz. Planning Team

Department in charge of 
energy and GHGs

CEO

Items Risks/opportunities Potential financial impact OCI responses

Physical risks

Rising frequency and 
intensity of natural 
disasters such as 
typhoons, floods and 
long-term changes in 
climate patterns

Damage to business sites 
and assets, disaster-related 
production delays, costs 
of business site recovery,  
compensation to employees 
(personal/physical/financial 
damages), etc.

Mitigating risks of  property 
damage due to natural 
disasters,  fire,  etc., by 
purchasing property 
insurance at head office and 
business sites

Policy/ 
regulations

More stringent 
regulations on 
carbon such as 
GHG emissions 
trading scheme 
and increasing 
environmental 
lawsuits

The increased cost of 
purchasing emission credits 
due to rising emissions credit 
prices, increased costs of 
responding to legal and 
litigation risks, and increased 
investment in emissions 
reduction technology and 
renewable energy

Continuing efforts to 
maintain GHG emissions 
below the allowance credits 
assigned by the government, 
and when necessary, 
considering securing offset 
credits with external projects 
abroad 

Technology

Transition to  
eco-friendly, low-
carbon technology, 
improvement in 
energy efficiency, 
increased investment 
in  emissions reduction 
technology

Expansion of business 
demand, securing the 
budget for introducing new 
technology and renewable 
energy

Continue reduction 
activities by replacing high-
efficiency facilities and 
process developments. 
If CCUS technology 
is commercialized, 
opportunities will be sought 
for commercialization 
through technology 
introduction and self 
technology development

Market

Changes in demand 
and supply regarding 
solar PV materials 
and eco-friendly 
technology products

Increase in demand for 
solar PV materials,  fierce 
technological competition, 
expansion of EV and ESS 
markets

Actively pursuing business 
opportunities as a result 
of increased demand and 
market expansion, such as 
ESS demonstration projects 
and ECH new business 
projects.

Risk and opportunity identification process

Monitoring 
environmental 

impacts

Establishing 
response 

strategies and 
measures  

Selecting risks 
that require 

management

Reflecting our 
environmental 

objectives

1 2 3 4

* Power Purchase Agreement
** Renewable Energy Certificate
*** Renewable Energy 100

ESG Committee 
(4 Independent 

Directors,  
1 Executive  
Director)

Independent Director 
Recommendation  

Committee

Audit Committee

Management Committee

Related Party 
TransactionsCommittee

Compensation Committee

General  
meeting of  

shareholders

Newly launched

Response to Climate Change

Category 2019 2020 2021

Scope 1 3,410 1,297 1,682

Scope 2 439,506 78,373 55,030

Total 442,916 79,670 56,712

GHG reduction performance (unit: tCO2-eq)

Category 2019 2020*
2021  

goals
2021

performance

Scope 1 636,911 584,137 578,296 658,934

Scope 2 1,479,380 639,400 620,218 531,279

Total 2,116,291 1,223,537 1,198,514 1,190,213

*  Indirect GHG emissions have been reduced due to the suspension of 
operation of polysilicon P2 and 3 plants

GHG emissions (unit: tCO2-eq)

Category 2019 2020 2021

Scope 1 244.6 291.6 203.1

Scope 2 567.8 319.2 163.8

Total 812.4 610.8 366.9

GHG intensity (unit: tCO2-eq/KRW billions)
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Environmental Management Strategy System

Smart environmental compliance process
We monitor environmental regulations according to the environmental 
management system and internal regulations, and list and manage 
environmental regulations related to our business. Regarding the 
enactment and revision of related laws, we monitor them weekly 
through external advisors, and share the contents from time to time 
through our smart environmental safety and health management 
system, "SH&E Portal," and person in charge education. In addition, 
compliance assessments are conducted at least once a year to self-
check compliance with laws and other requirements, and the system 
is continuously improved through corrective action procedures if 
nonconformities are found.

SH&E management 
We intend to preemptively respond to key environmental risks by 
implementing eco-friendly management following the SH&E principles 
Priority, Positive, and Partnership. In addition, we manage environmental 
performance by continuously implementing activities to reduce  
GHG emissions, pollutants,  and waste materials. Furthermore, we 
monitor factors affecting the environment through environmental 
impact assessment and establish and implement  plans to address 
deficiencies, thereby continuously upgrading SH&E management.

Internalizing eco-friendly activities 
We recognize the value of biodiversity and the importance of 
ecosystem conservation. We are aware of the necessity for preserving 
biodiversity to support sustainable development with the prevention 
of natural habitat loss and forest administration and are promoting 
various activities for this purpose. Specifically, since 2018, we have 
participated in the “making 100 forests campaign” (tree planting) 
organized by Noeul Park Citizens’ Solidarity, which is currently 
discontinued due to COVID-19. In addition, our Gwangyang business 
site is constantly putting efforts to restore the ecosystem and clean 
up streams maintaining blossom trails along rivers and streams and 
providing equipment for collecting trash.

Environmental safety education
In order to comply with environmental laws and prevent environmental accidents, we require environmental personnel to complete the following 
environmental education below.

Compliance with the integrated environmental permit system
Under the Act on the Integrated Control of Pollutant-discharging Facilities, 
our business sites are undergoing a shift from “permit by pollution 
medium*”  to “integrated environmental permit.” For this, we organized a 
task force on integrated environmental permission in  2020 and reviewed 
existing permits and licenses for each business site. In addition, we are 
making preparations to timely acquire integrated environmental permits 
by drawing up an integrated environmental control plan and applying 
the best available techniques** (BAT). We expect to acquire integrated 
environmental permits by 2022 after consultation with the Ministry of 
Environment. We will establish an environmental management system 
that minimizes pollutant emissions at business sites through the BAT 
method applied to integrated environmental permits. 
* Meet 7 environmental media regulations and 11 licensing requirements
**  Environment management technology with economic feasibility which reduces 

energy consumption while effectively cutting pollution emissions

Eco-friendly tree planting 

Response to climate change
/ Controlling hazardous chemical  

substances
/ Waste management

SH&E management 

Global environmental management

Operating eco-friendly  
business sites

Global standard

•  Maintain eco-friendly 
certifications  
(ISO 14001, etc.)

•  2025 GHG Master Plan
•  Implement reduction of 

energy consumption and 
GHG emissions by the 
business sites

Climate change

•  Minimize soil, water, and air 
pollutants 

•  Carry out pollutant reduction 
activities by business site

Pollution prevention

•  Conduct activities for waste 
reduction and recycling

Waste reduction

Strategic 
Tasks

Strategic 
Goals

Strategy 
Orientation

Training title Candidate Training cycle Training content

Training for professional environmental 
technicians (air, water quality)

Environmental Engineers
Once every  

3 years
Activities related to air/water quality, operation management of 

prevention facilities, learning the latest technology, etc

Safety education for hazardous 
chemical workers

All employees of the  
business site

Once a year
Status of chemical substances management at workplaces, 

emergency response plans, application methods of safety protective 
equipment, etc

Safety training for hazardous chemical 
managers and person in charge

Hazardous chemical managers 
and person in charge

Once every 
2 years              

Laws related to hazardous chemicals, measures for safe handling of 
hazardous chemicals, methods for wearing safety protective gear, etc

Environmental Management
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Controlling hazardous chemical substances 
To respond to strengthened laws related to chemical substances treatment, we provide regular 
updates on revised regulations on chemical substances and legal requirements to employees 
responsible for selling or purchasing chemical substances. In the case of a new hazardous 
substance selection, our CMS checks for any changes/updates in the substance. Customers, 
suppliers and our relevant departments are informed in advance of legal requirements regarding 
the designation to ensure that there is no difficulty in product distribution and raw material 
procurement.

Controlling air pollutant emissions
We manage the emission status by measuring NOx, SOx, and TSP* emissions at our business sites 
with Tele-Monitoring System(TMS). In addition, we have installed and operated new air pollution 
reduction facilities and have replaced fuels at heating facilities with eco-friendly fuel and replaced 
catalysts to reduce NOx emissions, a component of particulate matter. 
* Total Suspended Particles: Total dust less than 50㎛

Waste management
We are striving to increase the rate of waste reuse by reusing organic and inorganic sludge from 
discharged waste as a raw material from cement factories and recycling sludge from cleaning 
the inside of raw material storage tanks as a product. In addition, we are conducting a company-
wide campaign for the reduced use of disposable items and plastic by joining Go-Go Challenge, a 
governmental drive to reduce plastic use. Employees who practiced the best for the campaign are 
compensated to encourage employee participation, thereby fostering an eco-friendly business 
environment. 

Preventing accidents in chemical transport 
To prevent chemical transport accidents, we are conducting training on the transport and shipment 
of chemicals regularly according to the manual. Signs on safety regulations were installed at 
shipment work sites so that workers are aware of, and comply with the safety rules. Furthermore, 
safety inspections are made according to inspection procedures for transport vehicles during 
loading and unloading. 

Management of hazardous chemicals 

Warehousing

•  Preliminary safety 
evaluation of hazardous 
materials 

•  Select appropriate storage 
locations

•  Train employees who 
handle hazardous 
materials

Storage

•  Inspect hazardous 
chemical storage facilities 
regularly

•  Install leak detectors and 
safeguards 

•  Organize and train 
emergency response 
teams for fires, explosions, 
leaks, etc.

Shipment 

•  Develop and operate 
a transportation 
management system 
(TMS)

•  Conduct daily inspections 
and driver training

•  Practice emergency drills 
with accident simulations 
(with logistics companies)

Environmental Impact Management

Go-Go Challenge 
campaign

Registering chemicals and obtaining approval for biocides under the Act on 
Registration and Evaluation of Chemical Substances 
Under the Act on Registration and Evaluation of Chemical Substances, we have completed the 
registration of 59 chemicals and plan to register about 60 additional chemicals by 2030. In addition, 
we applied for the approval of two substances and three product types under the Consumer 
Chemical Products and Biocides Safety Control Act. 

Safety management in facilities that use chemicals 
We operate a facility inspection team to monitor facilities that use hazardous chemicals. In addition, 
we are making efforts to prevent chemical accidents by regularly inspecting facilities at all business 
sites and providing safety training programs to employees handling hazardous chemicals. All 
chemicals used at business sites are controlled by legal standards for using, storing, and disposing 
of chemicals.

Water management
We strive to practice environmental management by reducing water usage and wastewater 
generation and promoting wastewater reuse. In 2021, we used  9,294,068 tons of water, of which 
484,449 tons were reused. In addition, to minimize the impact of wastewater on the environment, 
we treat wastewater in our wastewater disposal facilities or with entrusted companies that have 
legitimate licenses for wastewater treatment.

Environmental Management
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Social

Employee Training

43
Average training hours 

per person

No. of Suppliers  

in 2021

892
Domestic: 90%

Overseas: 10%

Employee Volunteer 

Hours

Growing together with  

local communities

Hours Hours300

At OCI, we are fostering a world-class workforce by transforming 
our organizational culture and cultivating a culture of open 
communication as we continue to pursue mutual growth and 
win-win relationships with our partners. We are also giving back 
to our local communities through community service activities 
and initiatives connected with our businesses as we strive to 
build a better future for all our stakeholders.
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Talent Management

Securing And Cultivating Talents Innovating Organizational Culture

For interviews for occasional hiring in the second half of 2021, we 
have used Gather Town in the OCI metaverse. Candidates were 
guided to have presentation interviews in virtual reality, similar 
to an actual interview environment. The new remote hiring tool 
allowed us to increase the efficiency of the interview process to 
recruit competent talents. 

Using the metaverse for hiring  

Category Unit Persons

No. of new employees 

Persons

173

By employ
ment type

Regular 127

Non-regular 46

By age

Under 30 88

Between 30 and 50 73

50+ 12

By gender
Male 150

Female 23

New employees in 2021 

Category Unit Share

Percentage of employees whose 
performance is evaluated regularly

% 98.6

Percentage of employees whose performance is evaluated regularly

Hiring talents
We have adopted contactless hiring amid the spread of COVID-19. 
Contactless interviews in the metaverse* help overcome the limitations 
of a video interview and provide candidates with new experience. At 
the same time, we quickly recruit manpower for new projects to attain 
management goals. We also contribute to the employment of vulnerable 
groups by hiring veterans and specialized high school graduates.
*  Metaverse:  A three-dimensional virtual world which social·economic·cultural 

activities like the real world take place

Cultivating talents
Our competitiveness is proportional to the level of knowledge and 
cooperation among employees. We operate various talent cultivation 
programs so that employees can develop competence and share their 
knowledge, processes, and ideas. 

Introducing a virtual office in the metaverse
As part of system innovation in the new normal era, we introduced 
a virtual office in the metaverse to build a work environment without 
time and space constraints. Employees can set their avatars to attend 
meetings using whiteboard features, share business status in real-time 
during remote work and collaborate with team members in the virtual 
office. We will continue to introduce the metaverse platform to various 
events and tasks such as New Years’ meetings and ceremonies marking 
the company’s foundation so that employees can build solidarity and 
collaborate more efficiently. 

Strategic human resources management 
To respond to the enforcement of the Serious Accidents Punishment 
Act enacted in 2021, we organized a task force to determine the future 
orientation, necessary capacity, and manpower structure of a certain 
organization with the current status and prepared an SH&E organization/
staffing plan. In line with the plan, we are undergoing organizational 
restructuring, hiring external, and relocating internal staff. In addition, 
the capabilities of technical engineers are reviewed to assign them to 
proper positions for projects. In cases where a department lacks the 
capabilities necessary for prospective projects, staff members are first 
relocated internally, and then the external staff is quickly hired to ensure 
that projects are implemented without delays. 

Promotion of a flexible working system 
We have adopted various flexible work schedules, such as selective 
working hours, discretionary working hours, flexible working hours, and 
flex-time working hours, to help employees improve work productivity. 
In particular, we have adopted telecommuting and distributed work in 
response to COVID-19, thereby helping to prevent the spread of COVID-19, 
protect the health of employees and their families, and enhance work 
efficiency and concentration in the changing work environment. 

Leadership assessment 
We believe that leadership is the key to organizational culture, so we are 
continuously carrying out activities to improve leadership capability. In 
2021, a leadership assessment was conducted for all team leaders to 
self-evaluate their leadership capabilities. In addition, an organizational 
climate assessment was conducted to let team leaders know how 
their team members felt about their teams. Organizational climate 
assessment is done to compare the ideal level of a team pursued by 
team members with the actual level of the team. Assessment results 
are shared to executive members as well as team leaders to help 
team leaders know their strengths and weaknesses   and are applied 
on various occasions such as leadership coaching and team building 
activities.

Talent cultivation programs

Shift to a continuous performance management scheme
We introduced a continuous feedback system in 2021 to exchange 
feedback on business plans and progress with online comments 
anytime throughout the year. To successfully implement the new 
performance management system, we held four sessions of “workshop 
on continuous feedback” aided by external professional instructors 
for all team managers and project leaders at domestic business sites. 
In addition, when building performance management plans, team 
leaders and above are required to establish an execution plan for risk 
management.

*  The overseas dispatch system - provides employees with an opportunity to 
experience business at affiliates overseas

*  Foreign language courses - offer business conversation courses for all 
employees at all business sites  to help them improve foreign language 
proficiency

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021

Training hours per employee Hours 42 46 43

Training cost per employee Million KRW 0.29 0.24 0.28

Employee training status*

* Environmental safety education per business site is included in the total number 
of hours of employee training.

We have introduced an onboarding process to help new employees 
understand the organization and concentrate on tasks. In addition to 
education on products and tasks, communication with the management and 
exchanges between new employees are encouraged to foster a collaborative 
culture and employee experience. Amid COVID-19, we operate contactless 
training sessions to quickly help new employees achieve results. We operate 
a separate education program for new employees who are university 
graduates to help them settle in the company and develop competence. 

▶ New employees on boarding

We provide training courses to cultivate competitive talents to carry out 
future projects. Job competence training is offered to help execute major 
management strategies, and leadership training is provided to help 
performance in each position. In addition, an organizational unit or business 
site may provide job competence development programs or send employees 
to external programs to meet their own needs. We provide compulsory 
courses to help employees lead megatrends such as ESG.

▶  Cultivation of professional talents

In addition to foreign language courses for employees, we help employees 
dispatched overseas to adapt to local conditions with intensive online video 
calls, English courses, local culture diagnosis and learning programs. 

▶  Cultivation of global talents

Virtual office in the metaverse 

Interview site  
in Gather Town 
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Mutual Growth

Employee Communication Mutual Cooperation With Suppliers

Strengthening communication culture
We have established and implemented plans to improve organizational 
culture in various areas. In 2021, Vice Chairman Woo Hyun Lee and 
employees hired in the first half of 2021 attended the “Dialogue with 
New Employees” for a free and open discussion on various topics such 
as what they want OCI to be, the company overview and their career 
development. Furthermore, in the first half of 2021, the CMO* held a 
session to explain to executives, team leaders and managers the goals 
of projects with the title “OCI Vision Roadmap” and had a live discussion 
where managers asked the CMO questions, utilizing a non-face-to-face 
method. In addition, we hold video business presentations in the first 
half and second half of each year where the CEO introduces business 
outcomes, assets, market trends, and strategies.
* CMO(Chief Marketing Officer)

Labor-management relations that pursue harmony and 
mutual prosperity
We hold labor-management council meetings on a regular basis to 
share business results and status and agree on major agendas such as 
business competitiveness and employee welfare. Moreover, we conduct 
labor-management workshops to foster harmony between labor and 
the management and strengthen mutual understanding and trust. Amid 
COVID-19, we hold virtual workshops using a video conferencing system 
to build a mutually beneficial labor-management relationship.

Respecting employee diversity
We respect the diversity of our employees and do not discriminate on 
the grounds of age, gender, race, country of origin, etc., when it comes 
to employment, job performance, and promotion. In addition, every year 
we have hired socially vulnerable persons, such as the disabled, patriots, 
and veterans.

The maternal/parental protection system
We grant up to one year of parental leave to employees with children 
under the age of 8, regardless of parents, and allow employees to 
apply for shorter working hours for childcare and family care (disease, 
accident, old age, etc.). In addition, if a female employee with an 
infant less than one year old requests it, we give them a refueling time. 
Meanwhile, we operate an OCI workplace daycare center in Gunsan. It 
is entrusted to the "Puruni Child Care Support Foundation," the largest 
in Korea, and provide the best childcare services in the region to 
employees and their families.

Preventing discrimination and harassment in the workplace
We operate a channel to report workplace bullying, sexual harassment, 
and discrimination to protect employees and foster a healthy working 
environment. When reports are received, we gather objective facts 
through external entities, obtain witnesses, and document damages 
and evidence to ensure the rigorous investigation of cases. If needed, 
we provide psychological counseling and treatment to victims. The 
personnel committee handles cases fairly and bans secondary damage 
to victims, such as disadvantages in personnel management. 

Operating an employee assistance 
program
We operate an employee counsel ing 
program in partnership with an external 
entity so that employees can lead a healthy 
working life. Employees can get counseling 
f rom specia l is ts  on var ious  matters 
including workplace bullying, conflicts with 
seniors and colleagues, infant care, divorce, 
personal stress, etc. In particular, counseling 
records are held in strict confidentiality. 
We will expand psychological counseling 
to ensure that employees feel secure and 
happy at work. 

Direction for promoting mutual growth
We promote mutual cooperation relations with suppliers based on 
our supply chain management (SCM) strategy of ‘Visibility’, ‘Speed’, 
‘Flexibiltiy’. Based on the trust of suppliers, we observe fair trade and 
conduct activities to strengthen their capabilities and foster mutual 
growth to achieve win-win cooperation. We believe that the growth of 
our suppliers is directly related to our prosperity and will make efforts to 
strengthen our supply value chain based on support and cooperation. 

Observing fair trade with suppliers
We understand the importance of mutual cooperation with suppliers 
to ensure company's sustainable growth and make efforts to establish 
fair trade with them. We promote fair trade by complying with the Fair 
Trade Commission's four action agendas and prevent unfair practices 
by supervising transactions with subcontractors following the fair trade 
policy. In addition, we conduct employee education on key provisions 
of the Fair Transactions in Subcontracting Act, fair trade methods with 
subcontractors, and punishment of violators to reinforce a fair trade 
order with suppliers. 

Implementing activities for mutual growth
We pursue mutual growth through win-win cooperation with suppliers 
based on fairness. We have operated and managed various programs 
for mutual growth, such as technical cooperation, financial support, and 
management support, and have laid the groundwork for mutual growth 
with suppliers. We will strive to facilitate win-win cooperation with suppliers 
by continuously discovering and implementing mutual growth programs.

Fostering a culture of mutual growth
We strive to strengthen partnerships and build a base for mutual growth 
with our suppliers by promoting mutual understanding. We operate a 
communication channel with suppliers and subcontractors listed in the 
electronic purchase system to collect the opinions of suppliers,  listen 
to their on-site issues, and address potential problems. In addition to 
continuing safety education to reduce the industrial accident rate of 
suppliers, we shared our safety management activities with them in April 
2021 to get ready to comply with the Serious Accidents Punishment Acts. 
Furthermore, we listened to suppliers' safety-related concerns and held 
a session to exchange opinions on safety management.

Meeting for safety MOU with suppliers

Promotional poster for 
employee assistance 

program

Technological 
cooperation

Support for HR 
development and 
exchange of suppliers

•  Providing a mobile education platform and 
supporting job fairs for job competency and 
language proficiency improvement

Financial  
support

Activities to reduce the 
pay gap

•  Support for commuting of employees of suppliers

Management 
support

Support for domestic 
sales

•  Participation in procurement consulting meetings
•  Generating sales revenue for SMEs through new 

transactionswith OCI’s in-house projects

Operation of a 
transparent settlement 
system

•  Operation of a mutual growth settlement system

Support for welfare 
benefits

•   Providing gifts for various occasions (company 
foundation day, May Day)

National 
disaster 
support

Support for overcoming 
COVID-19

•  Support for suppliers with quarantine supplies
•  Donating to local communities to help overcome 

COVID-19

2021 Mutual growth programs

Purchases from suppliers in 2021

892 suppliers
Domestic: 90% / Overseas: 10%

Number of suppliers

KRW 1,171.2 billion  
Domestic: 67% / Overseas: 33%

Total purchases

SCM strategy direction 

VISIBILITY SPEED FLEXIBILITY
Improve supply 
chain visibility 

Maximize decision 
making and 

execution speed

Reinforce 
responsiveness to 
market changes 

Talent Management
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Mutual Growth Social Contribution

ESG Management For Supply Chain Strategic Framework for Social Contribution 

Strengthening risk management for supply chain
We are managing supply chain risks by applying the principles of 
ESG management to supplier selection and assessment. We have 
established a fair management process for existing and new suppliers 
and conducted comprehensive analyses, regular evaluations, and on-
site due diligence. In addition, we identify and monitor problems and 
improvements with our supplier evaluations. We prevent potential risks 
in our supply chain and conduct customized management activities 
for suppliers based on this approach. Going forward, we will identify ESG 
risks in our supply chain through active monitoring and due diligence to 
build a sustainable supply chain.

Supply chain risk assessment
We have comprehensively assessed and identified supply chain risks from 
various perspectives while considering the impact on raw and subsidiary 
materials, performance, quality control, and costs during on-site due 
diligence and assessment. After risk assessments, we identified suppliers 
with high-risk potential and conducted on-site due diligence of their overall 
management activities. In addition,  we are coping with contingencies 
associated with COVID-19 by monitoring the status at our suppliers.

Supply chain risk assessment and due diligence
We carry out regular on-site due diligence of suppliers. Before on-site 
due diligence, suppliers perform their own evaluations for indicators 
of management activities such as management, technology, quality, 
environment, safety, and society. Then we conduct on-site due diligence 
based on the evaluation results.

Supply chain risk improvement
Based on due diligence, we have identified common risks with significant 
potential of recurrence, categorized the risk factors as improvement 
targets, and requested suppliers to establish and implement plans 
to take corrective actions. Especially when improvement targets are 
related to the safety of employees, we strongly demand that suppliers 
prepare responses. If the result of the supply chain risk assessment of the 
supplier’s company turns out insufficient, management measures for 
the supplier’s risk is increased by making recommendations to suppliers 
or providing opinions on additional measures.

Monitoring supply chain risk
We have monitored and managed various factors that can affect 
the financial conditions of suppliers, such as supplier defaults, 
administrative litigation, and changes in credit rating, with the help of 
our supplier credit rating mailing service. This eventually minimizes the 
potential risks of the mailing service by identifying risk factors behind 
suppliers' management activities.

Under the four principles of sincerity, fairness, continuity and employee engagement, we are continuously practicing social contribution activities based 
on the belief that “shared burdens grow smaller, shared love grows bigger.” Believing that social contribution and corporate management contribute as 
cogwheels for sustainable growth, all employees are actively engaged in fulfilling corporate social responsibility. 

Integrated supply chain management process

Strengthen 
supplier 
visibility

• Efficient decision making
• Faster implementation

Integrated 
management 

of suppliers

•  Process integration and standardization 
(e.g., selection, evaluation, management, etc.)

•  Consistent monitoring and management

Strengthen 
supplier 

response 
systems

•  Information sharing on the changing market 
environment

•  Support for the establishment of risk response 
systems

STEP 

1

STEP 

2

STEP 

3

Section

Principle

Theme

Vision

Solar

Provide opportunities to learn 
the principles of renewable 

energy by using OCI’s solar PV 
capabilities 

Increase access to cultural 
experiences for local 

communities lacking these 
opportunities

Culture

Promote sharing by engaging 
in volunteering activities of 

OCI employees and families

OCI Family

Provide financial and 
non-financial support to 

disadvantaged people for 
mutual growth of  

communities

Community

Sincerity Fairness Continuity Employee engagement

Sharing and cooperating with society

Shared burdens grow smaller,
shared love grows bigger

Social 
contribution 
performance 
in 2021 

KRW 400 million

Donation amount

300 hours

Hours of employee  
volunteer service

75 people

No. of employees engaged  
in volunteer activities

Management
• Financial stability
• Product profitability
• Growth potential

Technology
• R&D investment
• Cost savings
• Employee training

Quality
• Self-directed quality review
• Establishment of assessment standards
• Material and process assessment

Environment and 
safety

• Environment and safety organization
• Safety inspections and training
• Hazardous material control

Human resource
• Employment stability
• Expertise and capacity building
• Compliance with employment laws

Society
• Disclosure of major changes in management 
• Social contributions 
• Awards and recognitions

Key indicators for on-site inspections
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Social Contribution

OCI’s 1004 Campaign of Love Social Contribution Activities in Connection with Business

Support for Prevention of COVID-19

Ramyeon(noodle)/Rice/Kimchi sharing
Our business sites have donated foods such as Ramyeon, rice and 
Kimchi every year to local neighbors in need and have supported 
senior citizen centers and local daycare centers to practice neighborly 
love and care. The Gunsan Plant and labor union donated 100 boxes of 
Ramyeon to 100 households in need, and 1,700 heads of Kimchi to welfare 
centers and the elderly living alone. The Pohang Plant delivered 150 bags 
of rice (10kg per bag) to neighbors on Chuseok(Korean Thanksgiving 
Day).

Supporting sisterhood villages
On Parents' Day, the  Gunsan Plant delivered donations to five villages 
with sisterhood ties (Haei, Jangjeon, Gaewon, Michang, and Seoheung) 
and donated a TV set to celebrate the opening of the new community 
hall. The Gunsan Plant has maintained sisterhood with the five villages in 
its neighborhood for 10 years and has been putting on deliberate efforts 
to conduct social contribution activities for village residents. Additionally, 
Gwangyang Plant has donated 50 walkers for seniors and 100 rain coats 
(worth KRW 3 million) to local residents.

Solar lantern making
We have made social contribution activities related to our solar PV 
projects. We have conducted volunteer activities such as solar lantern 
making each year, and in  2021, 75 employees made and provided solar 
lanterns to children in the Republic of Malawi, which lacks electricity. 
In 2022, we plan on continuing our company-wide social contribution 
activities, related to our business with the theme of  “building a warm 
community with the light of love.”

Hope Dream Box sharing 
The Pohang Plant donated “Hope Dream Boxes” (KRW 50,000 per box) 
filled with hygiene items, facial masks, and food to residents going 
through difficulties due to the protracted COVID-19 crisis. Following 
last year, the Pohang Plant, Cheongrimdong Village Council, and 
Korea Red Cross delivered funds collected through the voluntary 
participation of employees of the Pohang Plant to 150 households in 
Cheongrim-dong for the second time. 

Rice donation
The Iksan Plant visited and donated rice to the Iksan Happiness 
Sharing Market and Bank for needy neighbors due to COVID-19. The 
Iksan Plant has donated KRW 8.4 million for school food fund, KRW 2.4 
million as scholarships to help children from low-income households, 
and KRW 1.8 million to facilities for disabled people every year, 
practicing sharing and volunteering in communities as part of OCI’s 
social contribution efforts. 

OCI Dream is a standardized workplace for disabled people. It 
started in 2019 as one of OCI's subsidiaries to provide stable jobs, 
promote the economic self-reliance of disabled people, and 
contribute to creating healthy social values, with the vision of "a 
company prospering with happy employees." We do not intend to 
operate OCI Dream as part of social contribution but aim to have 
each employee with disabilities accepted as a member of society. 
Instead of helping disabled people with funds, our goal is to create 
an environment where they can achieve self-reliance. There were 

13 employees in total at the time of the launch of 
OCI Dream, and there are currently 22 employees, 
including 14 people with severe disabilities. 

OCI Dream

Healthy food cafe and dining restaurant
Sun The Bud, a healthy food café and dining service and Suyuri Solo-
Diner King, a food-delivery service with shared kitchens, are healthy 
cafe restaurants, OCI Dream's B2C business. They help improve 
customers’ perception of disabled employees in service jobs  and 
provide disabled people with an opportunity to be engaged in society.

Ensemble of disabled people
Dream Ensemble is OCI Dream’s string orchestra of disabled people. 
It is a professional classical music performance group of disabled 
people with musical talents to help them realize social and artistic 
values. Recently, the Dream Ensemble performed online with a warm 

message for OCI employees having 
tough times due to COVID-19 and 
plans to conduct social contribution 
activities such as in-house concerts 
and external events in the future.
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Governance

Female Independent 

Director Ratio

Two female directors 
(As of December 2021)

Attendance Rate of 

Independent Directors

98 %

Board attendance rate 

in 2021

KCGS ESG Evaluation 

in 2021

ESG integrated  

rating

A50 %

At OCI, we strive for world-class governance. Our board 
takes the lead in ensuring the independence and 
transparency of our governance structure, while our 
integrated risk management system enables us to manage 
the full spectrum of risk. We also have a strong commitment 
to ethical management and respect for human rights, 
upholding the highest standards in both fields.
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Governance

Composition of the Board of Directors Board of Directors Policy

Composition of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors shall decide on matters provided for by laws and 
the Articles of Incorporation, matters entrusted by the general meeting 
of shareholders, and matters related to basic guidelines of business 
management, task execution, and supervise directors' tasks. As of 
December 31, 2021, the Board of Directors consist of seven members, 
including three executive directors and four independent directors. OCI 
strengthens the independence of the Board of Directors and increases 
transparency in the operation of the Board by appointing directors who 
meet all the requirements under Article 382 of the Commercial Act and 
the Articles of Incorporation. 

Independent director appointment procedure
The Independent Director Candidate Recommendation Committee 
recommends candidates for directors, including independent directors, 
and the general meeting of shareholders finally decides on the 
appointment amongst the recommended candidates. To strengthen 
the control and supervisory function of the Board of Directors, majority 
of members of the Independent Director Candidate Recommendation 
Committee are independent directors, and the Committee recommends 
candidates according to objective and multifaceted procedures.

Fostering independence and transparency
The qual i f icat ions of  the independent directors are 
transparently disclosed to the public in compliance with 
relevant laws, including the Commercial Act, to guarantee their 
independence. Members with possible conflicts of interest on a 
specific agenda are not permitted to exercise their voting rights 
to ensure the independence of directors. In addition, directors 
are not allowed to enter into transactions with the company 
they are engaged in or serve as a director of another company 
in the same industry without prior approval from the Board. 
Except for the Management Committee, the independent 
directors shall form the majority of all committees under the 
Board. As of the end of December 2021, all four members of the 
Audit Committee are independent directors, thus ensuring the 
independence of the Board's decision-making.

Evaluation of the board and independent directors
We evaluate the activities of our independent directors through 
comprehensive consideration of their attendance rate at Board 
and committee meetings, independence, and expertise as well 
as the activities of the executives based on their performance in 

OCI shares held by the Board of Directors
As of 2021, three executives (executive directors) held OCI shares, 
and the details are as follows.

Better professionalism and more diversity
For advanced professionalism of the Board, the Independent 
Director Candidate Recommendation Committee selects 
candidates for independent directors by considering the level 
of understanding of projects and specialization by career field, 
among others, as well as educational background, industry 
experience, tenure in the industry, etc. In addition, to ensure more 
diversity in gender, race, country, nationality, cultural background, 
etc., are also considered to prevent independent directors 
from leaning towards specific backgrounds or occupations. In 
particular, we have appointed two female directors since March 
2019, before the notice of the revision of the Financial Investment 
Services And Capital Markets Act, to promote the diversity of the 
Boards of Directors. 

Review qualifications 
for independent 

directors

Exclude candidates who lack independence by considering 
the disqualification of independent directors according to 
Article 382 and 542-8 of the Commercial Act

Appointment at 
the Annual General 

Meeting

The appointment of independent directors is decided by 
general meeting of shareholders, 
Review qualifications periodically after the appointment 

Formation of a pool of 
independent director 

candidates

Compose a pool of candidates who have expertise and 
experience in chemicals, laws, accounting, finance, etc., 
to ensure professionalism and diversity in the Board of 
Directors

Nomination by 
the Independent 

Director Candidate 
Recommendation 

Committee

1.   The Board of Directors considers the specialization and 
gender of candidates

2. Ratio of independent directors  in the Board of Directors
3.  Possibility of undermining enterprise value or interests of 

shareholders
4.  Qualifications as required under Articles 382 and 542-8 of 

the Commercial Act, 

1

4

2

3

Board of Directors independence criteria

1.  Directors, executive directors and employees who are engaged in 
the regular business of a relevant company, or directors, auditors, 
executive directors and employees who have engaged in the regular 
business of a relevant company within the previous two years;

2.  The principal shareholder, his/her spouse, lineal ascendants, and lineal 
descendants, in cases where the largest shareholder is in person;

3.  Directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of the 
corporation, in cases where the largest shareholder is a corporation;

4.  The spouses, lineal ascendants, and lineal descendants of directors, 
auditors and executive directors;

5.  The directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of a parent 
company or a subsidiary company of a relevant company;

6.  Directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of a corporation 
that has a significant interest in a relevant company, such as business 
relations with the company;

7.  Directors, auditors, executive directors and employees of another 
company for which directors, executive directors and employees of a 
relevant company serve as directors and executive directors.

Category Name

Executives holding 
shares 

(Executive  directors)

Woo-Sug  
Baik

11,052 shares

Woo Hyun  
Lee

1,202,459 shares

Teak Joung  
Kim

96 shares

OCI shares held  
by the Board of Directors (As of December 2021)

Ownership of OCI shares

Board of Diretor's Share The Others

(As of December 2021)

5.09% 94.91%

Members of the Board of Directors

Position Name Gender Tenure Area of specialization Major work experience 

Woo-
Sug 
Baik

Male
2021.03.24 

 ~  
2024.03.23

Experience  in 
chemicals business 

and managerial 
expertise 

(Current) Executive Vice-Chairman, Korea 
Enterprises Federation
(Current) Vice-Chairman, Korea Listed 
Companies Association
(Current) Chairman & Representative 
Director, OCI Co., Ltd.

Woo 
Hyun 
Lee

Male
2021.03.24  

~  
2024.03.23

Experience  in 
chemicals business 

and expertise 
in finance and 
management

(Current) Non-standing Vice-Chairman, 
Korea International Trade Association
(Current) Representative Director, Bukwang 
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., 
(Current) Director, OCIM Sdn.Bhd.
(Current) Non-executive Director, 
BNO BIO Co.,Ltd. 
(Current) Vice-Chairman & Representative 
Director, OCI Co., Ltd.

Teak 
Joung 

Kim
Male

2022.03.23  
~  

2025.03.22

Experience  in 
chemicals business 

and managerial 
expertise

(Current) Director, Korea Specialty Chemical 
Industry Association
(Current) Auditor, Korea Chlor Alkali Industry 
Association
(Current) Director, OCIM Sdn. Bhd.
(Current) President (CEO) & Representative 
Director, OCI Co., Ltd.

Boo 
Whan 
Han

Male
2021.03.24  

~  
2024.03.23

Legal expert 
(lawyer)

(Current) Lawyer, Gangnam LLC
(Current) Independent Director/Member of 
Audit Committee, OCI Co., Ltd.
Independent Director/Member of Audit 
Committee, Yesco Holdings Co., Ltd.
43rd Vice Minister of Justic

Kyung 
Hwan 

Chang
Male

2021.03.24  
~  

2024.03.23

Expertise in 
accounting and 
finance (AICPA)

(Current) Independent Director/Member of 
Audit Committee, OCI Co., Ltd.
Vice President/Strategy Division Head/CFO, 
Korean Air Co.,Ltd.
Representative Director, KPMG Consulting 
Korea

Mi 
Chung 

Ahn
Female

2022.03.23  
~  

2025.03.22

Expertise in patent 
and biotechnology 

industry 
(patent lawyer)

(Current) Adjunct Professor, Materials 
Science and Engineering, Yonsei University
(Current) CEO, SL BIGEN Co., Ltd.
(Current) Independent Director/Member of 
Audit committee, OCI Co., Ltd.

Jina 
Kang

Female
2022.03.23  

~  
2025.03.22

Scholar of business 
administration 

(professor)

(Current) Independent Director/Member of 
Audit Committee, 
Hyundai Mobis Co., Ltd.
(Current) Professor, Technology 
Management, Economics and Policy 
Program, Seoul National University 
(Current) Independent Director/Member of 
Audit committee, OCI Co., Ltd.
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business development, expertise in organizational management 
and technological innovation. We aslo evaluate the performance 
of the Board based on the increase in shareholder value, faithful 
performance of duties, and transparency in work procedures, and 
the roles of directors are based on their achievements in social 
responsibility, such as improvements in the SH&E management 
system, health and safety at business sites, mutual growth with 
suppliers, and performance of social contribution activities.
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Board of Directors Policy Operation of the Board of Directors

Compensation for the Board of Directors
The compensation cap for directors is determined after approval 
by the General Meeting of Shareholders to improve transparency 
in compensation and meet the requirements for the legitimacy of 
compensation. The directors' compensation shall be determined 
within the cap approved by the General Meeting of Shareholders 
and is composed of a base salary, a bonus, and incentives based on 
responsibilities, job title, and business performances. The independent 
directors' compensation shall be determined, considering their 
attendance rate and the number of committees they serve as members. 
The compensation cap for 2021, as approved by the General Meeting of 
Shareholders, was set at KRW 6.5 billion, and the compensation paid to 
directors totaled KRW 3.0 billion.

Convening the Board of Directors
In 2021, thirteen sessions of the Board of Directors were held in total, with a 
100% attendance rate for executive directors and 97.75% for independent 
directors. The Board discussed 25 agendas in total, and major decisions 
made by the Board included the appointment of committee members 
under the Board, and the creation of the ESG Committee and regulations. 

Committees under the Board 
We have installed an Independent Director Candidate Recommendation 
Committee and Audit Committee under the Board and are operating it 
according to subcommittee regulations to assist the Board in making 
professional and efficient decisions. Committees are entrusted with 
some functions of the Board as prescribed by laws and the Articles 
of Incorporation. The majority of members of all committees are 
independent directors, thereby guaranteeing independence and fairness. 
The Audit Committee consists exclusively of independent directors to 
protect fairness and transparency.

Governance

Average compensation per director (As of 2021 annual basis, KRW million)

Category Unit Executive 
Directors

Independent 
Directors Total

No. of people* Persons 4 5 9

Total compensation** Million KRW 2,730 271 3,001

Average compensation 
per person*** Million KRW 682 54 -

* Including Sang Yeol Kim, a non-executive director who retired in March 2021, and 
Ki Poong Yoo, non-executive director who resigned in June.
** Total compensation included compensation paid to Sang Yeol Kim, a non-
executive director who retired in March 2021, and compensation to Ki Poong Yoo, 
an independent director who resigned in June 2021
*** An arithmetic average of total remuneration divided by 4 dependent directors 
and 5 independent directors, respectively

Activities of the Board of Directors

Category Unit 2019 2020 2021

Convening of the board 
 (ordinary/extraordinary)

Sessions 12 13 13

Number of agenda submitted  
for consideration

Items 24 18 25

Attendance rate of  
independent directors

% 100 98 98

Current status of remuneration payments 
for CEO and employees (As of 2021 annual basis)

Total compensation
(KRW Thousands) 

Median compensation of 
employees (KRW Thousands) Multiple

833,992 88,800 9.39

Board of 
Directors

Audit Committee
Four independent directors

(Kyung Hwan Chang*, Boo Whan Han, Mi Chung 
Ahn, Jina Kang)

Three executive directors
(Woo-Sug Baik*, Woo Hyun Lee, Teak Joung Kim)

Four independent directors (Boo Whan Han*, 
Kyung Hwan Chang, Mi Chung Ahn, Jina Kang)

One executive director (Woo Hyun Lee) 
Four independent directors

(Mi Chung Ahn*, Boo Whan Han, Kyung Hwan 
Chang, Jina Kang)

One executive director (Woo-Sug Baik*),
Four independent directors (Boo Whan Han, 

Kyung Hwan Chang, Mi Chung Ahn, Jina Kang)

One executive director (Teak Joung Kim*),
Four independent directors (Boo Whan Han, 

Kyung Hwan Chang, Mi Chung Ahn, Jina Kang)

•  Accounting and audit of major business matters
•  Confirmation of corrective measures based on audit results

•  Implement matter entrusted by the Board of Directors, 
including investment in other affiliates

•  Approval of goods and services transactions among large-
scale internal trading according to the Monopoly Regulation 
And Fair Trade Act 

•  Consideration, selection, and recommendation of 
candidates for all directors, including independent directors

•  Deliberation and decision regarding fair compensation for 
directors and executives

•  Deliberation on ESG policy establishment and major issues
•  Enactment and revision of regulations on ESG activities
•  Review and assessment of ESG activities

Compensation 
Committee

Independent 
Director Candidate 
Recommendation 

Committee

Internal Trading 
Committee 

Management 
Committee

ESG Committee

* Chairman

We created the ESG Committee in July 2021 to grow 
as a leading energy and chemicals company that 
promotes ESG management and fulfills corporate 
social responsibility. The ESG Committee consists 
of f ive members in total,  four independent 
directors and one executive director (CEO). It 
appoints the CEO as its chairman to ensure a more 
practical approach and execution and intends to 
implement more systematic ESG management. 

Matters subject to the ESG Committee’s deliberation 

ESG issues for the establishment and execution of long-term plans: 
GHG, wastes, etc

ESG strategy establishment and investment consideration: Carbon 
neutrality, governance, ESG related investment, etc. 

Matters subject to the ESG Committee’s deliberation 

Creation of ESG 
Committee 
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Risk Management

Risk Management System

Refining risk management system
We have established our risk management policy and its detailed guidelines with an integrated risk management system, developed methods to 
review how each organization manages risks, and incorporated the Regulations Governing Risk Management into our company regulations. Under 
the Regulations, every department should establish its risk management plan at the beginning of each year under the supervision of the Corporate 
Planning Team. Regarding risk management, each team monitors risks twice a year and each department in charge once a year and the details are 
submitted to executives in the form of a report. In the event of a serious problem that may affect management, the department in charge reports 
it to the executives and the related department is instructed to develop countermeasures rapidly. We are making efforts to minimize the impact of 
all risks through continuous monitoring, while the Audit Committee, consisting exclusively of independent directors, monitors the company-wide risk 
management status. 

Disclosure-related risk management
To ensure that all information related to disclosure is disclosed accurately and transparently, we developed the Corporate Policies on Public Information 
Disclosure and Insider Trading. We have also taken steps to monitor risks related to disclosure that may have a negative impact on the accuracy, integrity, 
fairness, or timeliness of the publicly disclosed information on time and  prevent related risks. We check whether our employees use undisclosed major 
information to prevent unfair transactions by insiders. If employees intend to sell, buy or perform transactions with certain securities, they are required to 
notify the Disclosure Officer in advance and report on the transaction within two business days from the date when it takes place.

Integrated risk management
We operate an integrated risk management system to identify and prevent threats such as events and behavior that could adversely affect our corporate 
management activities and minimize the volatility of our enterprise value due to internal and external uncertainties. Concerning risks that have already 
occurred, we report, analyze and respond to them immediately when they are detected, and take appropriate measures to prevent similar risks from 
recurring through continuous monitoring. To prevent risks, we identify all contingencies that could affect the company, measure their impact, and establish 
strategies to manage risks by type. 

Risk Management Process

STEP 1

Identify 
risks

Analyze and 
identify key risks

Develop management  
plans for each risk 

Monitor and 
respond 

STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 Organization for risk management

General management Business/Sales Production/R&D

Reporting

Review Approval

Deliberation and Approval

CEO

•  Provide guidelines on risk 
assessment and necessary 
actions

•  Identify/assess risks
•  Approve countermeasures 

and ensure their 
implementation 

•  Conduct internal/
management review 

•  Review actions taken, provide 
feedback

•  Conduct inspections, request 
improvements and report on 
results

•  Identify/analyze internal/
external issues, stakeholder 
demands, risks

•  Designate risk report writer/
reviewer, approve the report

•  Report on corrective actions 
and measures taken

Business site head
CEO (company-wide)

Division head in charge of 
risk assessment Employee in charge
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Category Reasons for risk selection Impact on OCI Response of OCI

Financial 
risk

Risks in the financial sector 
such as market risk, credit 
risk and liquidity risk are 
classified as financial 
risk, and we operate a risk 
management policy and 
programs to mitigate them. 

Foreign exchange risk Due to a high overseas sales revenue ratio of 53% and payments in foreign currencies, gains or 
losses may occur due to currency fluctuations.

•  Asset value variance due to fluctuating foreign exchange rate; Poor export 
profitability, and price competitiveness

Periodic monitoring and currency forward contracts are implemented to minimize 
profit fluctuation due to the exchange rate

Credit risk As of the end of 2021, the credit rating was A (KIS Rating, NICE Rating, Korea Rating), a decrease 
compared to the previous year, resulting in uncertainty in securing additional financing.  

•  Downgrade in credit ratings
• Difficulty securing corporate loans due to tightened bank loan screening 

Prevention of potential loss from non-compliance with contract obligations based 
on financial status and credit ratings by using bank deposits, etc.

Liquidity risk As of the end of 2021, liquidity borrowings totaled approx. KRW 340.8 billion and the liquidity ratio was 
270.0 %, requiring efforts to maintain sound liquidity.

•  Disruption in funding
• Loss due to the emergency sale of assets at a lower value

Maintain the appropriate liquidity ratio with short-, mid-, and long-term fund 
planning and strengthen monitoring

Interest rate risk As of the end of 2021, borrowings (approx. KRW 237.2 billion) at floating interest rates were exposed to 
the risk of interest rate fluctuations.

•  High interest due to unfavorable fluctuations of interest rates• Reduced profit 
and investment, and illiquidity 

Balance loans with an appropriate mix of floating and fixed rates 
Manage interest rates through swap contracts

Price risk Volatility in the price of raw materials directly impacts sales revenue and profit.
•  Financial burden of increased raw material prices and unit costs
• Unstable supply and demand of raw materials

Minimize risk by identifying and responding to product price trends, controlling raw 
material price fluctuations as well as purchase volume and diversifying imports   

Capital risk
The capital finance ratio, net borrowings divided by total shareholders’ equity, is 35.53% as of the end 
of 2021, so it is necessary to continuously reduce capital costs and optimize the capital structure.

• Liquidity risk
Manage optimal capital structure based on capital finance ratio 
(net debt divided by total capital)

Non-
financial 

risk

We classify compliance, 
environmental safety, and 
supply chain risks as non-
financial risks, other than 
financial risks associated 
with business operations, 
and relevant organizations 
manage these risks.

Compliance risk Regulatory violations may put the company’s reputation at risk and have a negative impact on its 
financial structure and sales activities.

•  Administrative sanctions and liability for damage resulting from regulatory 
violations

• Cost of legal disputes

Preemptive prevention of risks with stronger legal and compliance control and 
management of legal disputes by analyzing laws and precedents

Environmental safety risk Safety/environmental accidents at business sites negatively impact the health and safety of 
workers and local communities. 

•  Liability for compensation and damage to corporate reputation following 
safety accidents

• Massive damage to sales activities, including conflicts with local communities

Establish an emergency response system and provide safety training programs 
regularly at each business site 

External trading risk Profitability may be affected by external trade, such as the sales of subsidiaries, which aim to 
improve financial structures or invest in new projects.

•  Impact of financial risk, including reduced sales revenue caused by global 
economic crises

Identify overseas projects and minimize risks with legal counseling for M&As and 
expansion of strategic support

Supply chain risk Uncertainties in the supply chain increase due to constant factors coexisting in the economy, 
including trade, capital flow, and foreign exchange.

•  Price uncertainty due to increasing demand for raw materials
• High fluctuation of customer demand makes predictions impossible

Provide mid/long-term supply chain management and restructuring plan for 
supply chain

Human resources risk
There is a growing need to secure experts in core industries to initiate new bio, renewable energy 
projects, etc.

•  Decline in R&D capability and product quality  Continue to expand training and education to identify talents 

Potential 
risk

We define risks that are 
expected to have a material 
impact on our future projects 
as potential risks and turn 
them into opportunities by 
making strategic responses 
by analyzing changes in 
the internal and external 
environment and society.

Climate change risk The importance of managing carbon credits has been strengthened for companies under the Plan 
for National Emission Allocation during the 2nd Plan Phase of the GHG Emissions Trading Scheme. 

• Cost of purchasing emissions credits upon failure to reduce carbon emissions 
• Possible imposition of penalties

Allocate reduction targets for each business site, monitor emissions status, and 
encourage reduction activities

Information security risk There is an increased demand to strengthen information security systems to protect IPR and prevent 
personal information leakage.

•  Goodwill and intellectual property damages due to leakage of critical 
information

• Possibility of dispute due to personal information leakage

Comply with the information security policy and control plan, and prevent 
unauthorized data leaks through encryption and reinforced security system

Biodiversity risk There is a movement and growing interest of stakeholders to preserve biodiversity and the natural 
environment as natural capital

•  Possibility of trade barrier due to legal requirements and action rules 
regarding the disclosure of firms’ natural capital 

Conduct environmental protection activities, manage negative environmental 
impacts in the supply chain and keep natural capital data

Carbon tax risk The EU is expected to introduce the Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM).
•  Possibility of the application of the CBAM to the chemical sector as  

a trade barrier
Secure cost competitiveness, reduce carbon emissions from products and 
monitor developments in the carbon tax

Risk Management

Responses by Risk Factor
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Risk Management

Tax Risk Management Information Security Risk Management

Tax risk 
As a global energy and chemicals company, we strictly comply with tax 
laws and regulations in countries where we operate and transparently 
disclose our compliance. In 2020, we established the Tax Affairs Team to 
strengthen taxpayer obligations, and whenever we encounter tax issues 
while running our business, we discuss and review them with related 
departments before reaching a final decision. 

Status of tax payment by country 
(consolidated basis)

Information protection implementation system
The General Affairs Team and CISO(Chief Information Security Officer), 
responsible for all matters related to information protection and security, 
responds to our rapidly changing demands for information protection. 
Each business site an information security manager to a designated 
team (the Management Team or General Affairs Team) in accordance 
with regulations on the organization and job assignment to ensure close 
coordination with the head office management team. 

Strengthening cyber security
We are conducting penetration testing regularly to check for vulnerabilities 
in our business systems. We check for vulnerabilities in web systems once 
a year and conduct mock drills for cyber threats (e.g., malware) at least 
once a year to respond to external cyber-attacks. We have established 
a plan to take measures to address identified vulnerabilities and verify 
whether appropriate measures were taken and completed. 

Promoting employee awareness of information security 
All members, including new employees, are required to receive 
education on personal information protection to promote an 
information protection culture and practices. Employees perform 
information security activities according to instructions on the group’s 
bulletin board, where a summary of information protection regulations 
and notes on practices are posted. Going forward, we will strive to 
minimize information security incidents by increasing employee 
awareness of information protection. 

Responding to information security accidents 
We have established a system to take prompt measures according to 
the manual in the event of information security incidents. If our head 
office and business sites identifies an information security incident, they 
immediately report it to the information security department of the head 
office, which mobilizes relevant organizations, responds to the incident, 
and takes necessary steps. In addition, we have employee punishment 
standards for violating information protection regulations. In 2021, we 
had no information security incidents. 

Master file
(Integrated 

Company report)

•  The ownership structure of the group
•  Business activities of the group (sources of profits, business 

categories)
•  Holdings of intangibles  
•  Fund raising of the group
•  Merger, corporate division, change of transactional structure

Local file
(Individual  

company report)

•  Organizational structure and business status
•  Sales/purchases by product
•  Intangibles/changes
•  Related party transactions (functional analysis, base for  

pricing on arm’s length principle, transaction profit)

Country by 
country  
report 

(Country report)

•  Tax jurisdictions
•  Status of sales per source of profit
•  Income taxes paid on a cash basis and income tax accrued 
•  Shareholder’s equity and other capital
•  Major business activities 

To meet the requirements under Action 13, we have prepared three 
documents:  an integrated company report (master file), individual 
report  (local file), and Country by Country Report (CbCR) and submitted 
them to the National Tax Service. Our overseas affiliates are preparing 
and submitting these reports per the requirements of relevant local tax 
authorities, and we are closely monitoring and responding to changes in 
tax authorities' policies to minimize tax risk in all business activities. 

Disclosure of transfer pricing

The OECD announced the Action Plan on Base Erosion and Profit 
Shifting (BEPS) containing regulations on corporate taxation 
strategy to cope with the increase in offshore tax evasion by 
multinational enterprises. Among 15 actions in the Action Plan on 
BEPS, Action Plan 13 (transfer pricing and tax payment information 
documentation) calls for detailed information disclosure by 
taxpayers (enterprises). 

2021 cyber security activities

Category Tasks Date

Mock 
cybersecurity 

drills by 
business site　

The Gwangyang Plant 
conducted a cybersecurity drill.

July 30, 
2021

The Gunsan Plant conducted a 
drill to respond to cybersecurity 

threats to its IT system

December 
16, 2021

Penetration 
testing for 

information 
leaks

Consulted on penetration 
testing for major web systems

December 
6-17, 2021 

Measures to address identified 
vulnerabilities were taken and 

verified.

First half of 
2022

Information security education in 2021

Type No. of participants 
Completion 

rate 

Information security course 1,586 100%

Training for data processors 86 100%

ZEROCyber/information security violations and  
accidents in 2021

(As of December 2021, in million KRW)

*  Sales and Taxes paid in Malaysia, Philippines, Japan and Vietnam are  
non-consolidated basis for each affiliates located in the country and  
taxes paid was written as corporate tax expense.

Korea
1,579,641

1,519

Japan
 OCI JAPAN  
  CO., LTD.*

1,210

101

United States
249,537

2,807

Vietnam 
  OCI VIETNAM  

 CO., LTD.*

14,841

109

Philippines
PHILKO PEROXIDE  

   CORP.*

7,965

180

China
1,021,811

1,255

Malaysia
 OCIM Sdn.Bhd.*

729,948

-81,416

 Sales
 Taxes paid
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Ethical Management

Ethical Management Implementation System

Ethical awareness training for employees (Unit: persons)

Course 2019 2020* 2021**

Diversity and  
Gender Equality Training 

2,183 1,692 1,702

*** Training in Business Ethics 75 1,638 42

* Non-contact online training was provided instead due to COVID-19.
** Non-contact online training and in-person lectures 
***  In 2020, all employees were trained through video lectures, and in 2021, the 

number was reduced due to reinforcement of training contents and face-
to-face conversion.

Ethics audit (Unit: times)

Category 2019 2020 2021

Periodic audits 4 5 4

Planning audits 3 4 4

Special audits 0 5 4

Cases of ombudsman reporting (Unit: cases)

Course 2019 2020 2021

Ombudsman reporting 0 3 3

Ethical management system
We practice ethical corporate management to fulfill our economic and legal responsibilities to stakeholders, such as shareholders, 
investors, customers, employees, suppliers, and local communities. Accordingly, we strive to make a culture of ethical management 
take root by developing the Code of Ethics for Employees and informing our employees of the proper code of conduct.

Code of conduct
We enacted and proclaimed a Code of Conduct to encourage all employees to perform tasks transparently, fair, and rationally. By 
establishing the Code of Conduct for Employees, we have presented our detailed code of conduct regarding responsibilities and 
obligations to customers and shareholders, the fair performance of duties, protection of company assets and information, sound 
work life and social life, and contributions to the nation and society. All employees practice ethical management to their full extent 
by strictly observing the Code of Conduct, and we plan to expand our ethical management to our affiliates and suppliers.

Ethical management activities for employees
New employees must attend ethical management 
education and write a pledge to comply with the Code 
of Ethics. We operate ethical management education for 
all employees to spread ethical culture in the company. 

Ethics audit system
OCI's audit system is designed to preemptively identify 
and deal with ethical risks at the headquarters, 
business sites, and affiliates. This system includes 
biannual audits, irregular planning audits of specific 
subjects, and special audits. All violations of ethical 
practices discovered through the audits are reflected in 
performance evaluations.

We have established and are operating an internal control system to promptly 
identify and respond to unethical practices and errors in our accounting reports 
that may occur during business operations. Our internal control system is subject 
to an external audit, and we also inspect and assess the operating status of our 
Internal Accounting Control System (IACS) once a year. The results of inspection and 
assessment are reported to the Audit Committee, the Board of Directors, and the 
General Meeting of Shareholders.

We operate an ombudsman system, a channel where all stakeholders can report 
acts that undermine ethical management. Reports can be sent by fax, online 
ombudsman channel, and other channels. The identities of reporters are kept 
extremely confidential under the whistleblower protection system, and blacklisting 
reporters or disadvantaging their careers is strictly forbidden. In addition, the Audit 
Office is committed to making every effort to reflect requests from the reporting 
channels.

We operate a system to help employees propose audits. When an employee 
proposes an audit for improvement measures or cases of fraud, injustice, or 
violation of laws or company regulations, including the Code of Ethics and the 
Internal Accounting Control Regulations, our Audit Office reviews whether the audit 
is necessary, and if deemed necessary, conducts a special audit for improvement. It 
is impossible to identify a whistleblower who proposes a special audit anonymously. 
Even the identity of a whistleblower who proposes a special audit under their real 
name can be made strictly confidential if they desire, or it is considered necessary.

Ethical assessment/reporting

▶ Internal Control System ▶ Opening a Reporting Channel

▶ Audit Proposal System

Recognizing 
risks

Reporting

Review and 
approval

Reporting

Reporting

Person in charge

Audit Committee

Board of Directors

General Meeting of Shareholders

Compliance 
officer

Representative 
director 

Internal 
accounting 

control 
supervisor

Internal control system process
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Human Rights Management

Articles on respect for human rights

Principles of respect for human rightsHuman rights policy
We officially endorse the global standards and 
norms outlined by international organizations such 
as the International Labor Organization (ILO) and 
the UN Global Compact, as well as the UN Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights. We also 
take responsibility for respecting human rights as the 
fundamental principle of business.

We regard the protection of 
human rights as our most 
basic responsibility in doing 
business and apply the same 
principle to our employees 
at business sites and our 
customers, suppliers, and local 
communities.

We comply with labor-related 
laws and regulations required 
in all countries and regions 
where we do business.

We do our utmost to guarantee 
stable employment and 
adequate wages for our 
employees and provide them 
with a sound work environment.

We implement measures to 
improve the human rights 
awareness of our employees 
by conducting regular training 
to prevent human rights 
violations by our employees.

We conduct periodic internal 
audits to check compliance 
with our Human Rights Policy 
and operate channels by which 
an employee can report a 
human rights issue according 
to predetermined procedures 
whenever such an issue arises.

We respect all of our stakeholders, including our 
employees, as human beings and ensure that there 
is no psychological or physical oppression, abuse, or 
unfair treatment.

We maintain regular working hours under the labor 
relations laws of the nation or region where we do 
business and shall not violate regulations on overtime 
work or days off.

We do not discriminate against any employee for 
reasons related to social status, including gender, race, 
religion, political preference, nationality or country 
of origin, disabilities, marital status or pregnancy in 
employment, training, evaluation, compensation, or 
promotion.

We pay above the minimum wage set in the labor 
relations laws of the nation or region where we do 
business and contribute to improving all employees' 
economic stability and quality of life by operating 
welfare schemes and in-house funds.

We neither compel an employee to work against his or 
her free will through verbal abuse, violence, threats or 
confinement nor require any commission fees related 
to the consignment of an ID card, a passport or a labor 
certificate issued by the government required for labor 
or recruitment.

To provide opportunities to communicate with all 
employees, we guarantee the rights to organize, 
bargain collectively, and act collectively under labor 
relations laws and do not treat employees unfairly for 
reasons such as labor union membership or activities.

We comply with the minimum employment age 
prescribed in national and local laws. In the event 
that we employ a young worker, no high-risk task will 
be imposed, and he or she will be exempted from 
nighttime or overtime work.

We strictly protect the confidentiality of personal 
information for all stakeholders and shall not disclose 
or consign to others such information without the prior 
consent of stakeholders. 

Article 1 (Respect for people)

Article 5 (Compliance with laws on working hours) 

Article 2 (Anti-discrimination) 

Article 6 (Wages and welfare benefits) 

Article 3 (Prohibition of forced labor) 

Article 7 (Freedom of association)  

Article 4 (Prohibition of child labor) 

Article 8 (Protection of individual information and privacy)

Human rights management policy
We respect the human rights of employees of our 
customers and suppliers, and members of local 
communities and make efforts to observe laws on 
labor and human rights in all countries and regions 
where we operate. We  prohibit discrimination of all 
types, including sex, race, and age. To this end we 
have established a human rights policy respecting the 
human rights of all our employees and stakeholders, 
as well as continuously implementing other activities 
related to human rights protection. 

A culture of respect for human rights
To foster a culture of respect for human rights, we 
have developed preventive measures against various 
problems, such as sexual and other harassment in 
the workplace and discrimination against women 
and the disabled. Furthermore we have made efforts 
to produce a culture of mutual respect through 
organizational culture activities. According to our 
human rights policy, we have provided every employee 
with training on preventing sexual harassment and are 
raising awareness of the disabled every year. Going 
forward, we will examine the possibility of human 
rights risks in our management activities and disclose 
improvements.

1 2 3 4 5

Human Rights Protection and Promotion
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